Lead Aggregation, Distribution and Delivery Management Software Solution
LeadPro24|7 is an affordable, web-based, lead distribution
and delivery management solution designed for lead generation
companies, online marketers, publishers and digital advertising
agencies.
Our software automatically captures and distributes leads, allowing you to increase productivity, maximize your marketing
investments and greatly increase your sales capabilities.
Easy to use and simple to understand. Yet detailed enough to
be customized for any lead vertical. Provides extensive realtime reporting on lead capture, sales and returns statistics.

Lead Sales Report with Filters

Fully Integrated Web Based Software
LeadPro 24|7 combines lead aggregation and management solution with a back office system for your lead
buyers. Used together, they provide you with a robust platform that not only captures, distributes and tracks
your leads but allows you your clients to access and retrieve leads online and request credit for lead returns.

How it all Works...
LeadPro24|7 captures the leads from all your lead sources
(websites, emails, lead providers and lead gen systems),
scrubs and validates the data then immediately routes to your
lead buyers based upon your distribution / routing rules.
The system supports exclusive leads as well shared leads. It
includes extensive Real Time Lead Alerts that transmits your
lead via email, mobile devices, fax and/or text messaging
(SMS) helping to ensure that no lead is missed!
Once the lead are delivered, your clients can access the same
through their own login into the lead back office system. Lead
returns / credit requests also can be handled online.
LeadPro 24|7’s robust reporting tool provides you with a
real-time snapshot of your leads enabling you to drill down to
the smallest of details, allowing you to be more efficient with your time and marketing spend. Generate reports
directly in the system or easily download your data to create your own.

Try it for Yourself!
LeadPro 24|7 is FREE to try for 30 days. There is no obligation to buy, no deposit required and no hidden
set-up fees. Let our team work with you to develop your custom platform and find out for yourself how much

VISIT US AT LEADPRO247.COM

Find the Solution
That is Right for You!

3250 West Big Beaver Road, Ste. 429, Troy, MI 48084, 1-877-9-LEADPRO (1-877-953-2377) www.LeadPro247.com

Lead Distribution and Delivery Management
Capture Leads from Multiple
Sources / Publishers

Custom Configurable to Suit
your Lead Vertical / Business

Real Time Distribution to
Lead Buyers / Clients

Personalized Service and
Technical Support

Automated Delivery via Email,
Text, Fax, API, HTTP Posting

Web Based - Nothing to
Install, Access Anywhere

Comprehensive Order Criteria
and Routing Filters

Lead Information is Stored in
Secured Data Center

Start using within hours with
hands-on guidance

No Deposit, No Set-Up Fees,
No Lengthy Contract

Some of our Clients

What They are Saying...
LeadPro 24|7 has delivered on all its promises. Working
with LeadPro 24|7 has helped us streamline our lead
flow solutions from start to finish and made so many
steps automatic that required hours and hours of management prior to using the system.
Vince Wingerter, 4LegalLeads.com
LeadPro 24|7 changed the way I do my insurance business. When I first started with them about a year ago I
had dozens of clients at the time, it was whelming just
to maintain them let alone get new ones. I have increased my customer base thanks to this tool.
Joe Pichardo, Creative Emarketing
LeadPro is the backbone of our revenue stream. With it
we’re able to over deliver with our service and manage
our lead generation with minimal effort. It includes features that have been difficult to find elsewhere.
Cindy Warner, DCI / Motor Vehicle Services

30 DAY FREE TRIAL

NO DEPOSIT REQUIRED
NO OBLIGATION TO BUY

TRY IT!

